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BOOK GUIDE 

 

 
General Themes:   

 

 There can be a number of general themes for this book based on the reader.  Themes can 

be examined by chapter or with the book overall.  If you look at the book overall, the general 

theme will be the effect of hair drama on a person’s life and livelihood.   

 Taking a look at themes by chapter is most interesting because there are different themes 

in the chapters based on the characters point of view in that chapter.  This is an interesting 

discussion book that is appropriate for middle school students to senior citizens.  It is an 

interesting and delightful read.  The book can be a quick 4 day read or a Christmas break, Spring 

Break or summer read.  This can also be a 2 month weekend read… covering a few chapters per 

weekend. 

 This is not just a chick lit type of book.  Men can read the book and gain insight on the 

hair salon visits that their woman or daughter has to face.  Hair stylists can gain insight on how 

to provide legendary customer service to their clients. 

 Examples of some themes: hairstylist cut too much hair, women overreact regarding hair, 

hairstyles are very important for the job, men love long hair compared to short, relationships, 

religion, faith healing, love and marriage. 

 

Suggestions for Book Clubs:  

 

 Read the book together chapter by chapter 

 Assign different chapters to different book club members and discuss overarching themes 

 of the chapter 

 Relate book to everyday life and hairstylists 

 Survey book club members on issues with hair then discuss the book by chapters 

 Compare GLORY…THE HAIR to other hair themed books.  How is it different from 

 others? 

 

 
 


